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Forum knowledgebase search
Searched for: Fluoro lamp invertor.pdf, Found: 94 lines
	Subject	Text
	Re: lamp	NL = Neon Lamp.
80V if I remember correctly is the voltage it "comes on" at. It is used 
	Toshiba TDP-S3 projector lamp psu dead	Hi,
I have a toshiba tdp-s3 projector, the same model as an Infocus LP500.
When the lamp failed,
	












	display lamp for Yamaha Stereo	I just got an e-mail back from yamaha electronics about the lamp for the display on my bookshelf ste
	Stilo Desk Lamp: how to get the plastic cover off	Dumb question here goes. We have Stilo Desk Lamps in our office. If anyone else has these, do they k
	Yamaha bookshelf stereo display lamp	I just got the display lamp in the mail today. The wires were shorter than what was originally in t
	display lamp for Yamaha Stereo	I just got an e-mail back from yamaha electronics about the lamp for the display on my bookshelf ste
	Re: Toshiba TDP-S3 projector lamp psu dead	[quote:d1b3f08c78="Roach"]Hi,
I have a toshiba tdp-s3 projector, the same model as an Infocus LP5
	50 inch hitachi lamp projection t.v	this t.v has a green line right across the middle of the screen, it is about 10 inches wide anyone k
	Re: Lamp not lighting up	A Brand "ABC" whatever is the same as a Brand "XYZ" whatever?
Just like a Merce
	Sony KP53S25	It was a neon lamp instead of a cap. I figured out it was going into protect mode, the fault was ma
	Need help diagnosing hum/output issue on Onkyo TX1500	Here's hoping someone can help...
I just picked up a vintage Onkyo TX-1500 receiver from the Good
	Compaq iPaq 3800 Micro Projector	Today I've stripped my projector to clear the fans out as it was getting unbearable.
I removed th
		thanx toudy for your reply,
what happened to projector was ,
trurned it off one night ,
put it ba
	Hitachi 51F510 - has power but no picture	Hi, I have a Hitachi 51f510 dp43 chassis. This RPTV was given to me with convergence out of whack. T
		Hi Mariuss
Interesting that the zener protecting the battery status signal was the one that died.
	Looking for service Tech for Scanmaker 9600xl	I have a scan maker 9600xl that only blinks the led and lamp when powered on. I also have several o
		Thanks for that info Minnie. From that reference sheet it looks like the fried board is a piece of t
	












		If the lamp is not the problem this time, you can be assured that eventually you will need it. Bette
	Re: sony xo-5	Hi Marino,
I have a Sony HO-5 with the same problem of your.
How did you do to fix it? What was th
	no	i have a sony kl-50w1 who has a dark pink tinted picture the lamp is stil burning but on the glas re
		LED's won't blink until the lamp fails. Then the voice "Check the lamp."
	Philips 27PT6441/37 Replaced part still NG	Thanks Minnie for the detailed repair procedure because my son asked me to repair the set he owns. 
	Hitachi TV Blew out something?	Hello, Help please,
I have a 2002 Hatachi big screan tv , model # 43GX10B, was working fine.
I ho
	projector	Hello i have an eiki lc-sd 10 and the problem is that picture is very blue istead of normal black w
	Fujitsu Ten car stereo in 1995 Toyota Corolla	Does any one know the voltage for the miniature lamp used to light up the clock/channel window. How 
		Are you shure thet the transformer is ok.
I have the same case replace the transformer and it's ok.
	chassis L6.2AA philips on a 28PT4472/01	I own the full diagram of this 70cm TV but ... it never starts.everything seems to be OK in the powe
	sony kl 50w2	After carefully moving the tv on its ''back'' to a different house, it will not turn on. I see the g
	Sony KP-57WV600 Blue CRT driver board	Hello everyone. My dad bought a KP57WV600 tv that had a known convergence issue with the red CRT. 
	toshiba dlp 62hmx95 overheat problem plzzzzzzzzz help	I have a Toshiba DLP 62HMX95. The Tv shuts off after a couple of hours of viewing. then the red LED 
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